
Forklift control systems (SLS) are essential for efficient flow 
of material and for reliable goods tracking. The key 
problems are the identification of goods or pallets entering 
the FCS-circuit, the control of bin locations in which pallets 
are stored and the optimal dispatching of driving jobs to the 
fork lifts.  
 
In pallet racks bin locations can be identified explicitly and 
free access is possible. However if block storage are 
served by forklifts no free access to every bin location is 
feasible. Furthermore the identification of a pallet in a 3D 
block storage is error-prone.  
 
The dispatching of driving jobs depends on the fork lift 
features and on the warehouse topology concerning the 
driveways.  
 
The forklift control system of the RELAG-System® allows 
the description of fork lifts with characteristics like tons to 
lift, fork height, fork length,.... . All possible warehouse-
driveways are stored and allowed and forbidden 
connections characterized. With this knowledge warehouse 
orders from the RELAG-System® are transferred to driving 
orders. Driving orders are then assigned to the forklifts. 
The forklift driver communicates via the terminal interface 
on his cab with RELAG-System®-SLS. 
 
For pallet identification a barcode reader is accessible for 
the forklift driver. The information of start and destination 
location is given to the driver as written information and 
additionally depicted on the warehouse topology. All 
information will be displayed on the terminal. 
 
The forklift driver has 3D graphical information available. 
With this information he will easily find the way from the 
start location to the destination. To optimize driving time 
and fork lift efficiency, RELAG-System®-SLS chooses the 
best situated fork lift for a specific driving order and the 
best route.  
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At start and destination a 3D-visualisation of the storage is 
displayed on the fork lift terminal. The pallet to be identified 
is marked. With this tool the driver has strong support to 
identify the correct pallet. 
 
To optimize the forklift transport volume more than one 
pallet can be put on the fork. RELAG-System® displays the 
transport scheme and asks the driver to confirm it.  
 
For a precise and fully automated tracking of goods or 
pallets RELAG-System® can integrate fork lift navigation. 
With this automated goods tracking (patents pending) a 
high degree of economic efficiency can be achieved. 
 
The navigation is realized with sensors on the fork lift which 
calibrate themselves. The sensor information is processed 
in the onboard computer and the result is the current 
position. This position is transferred to the RELAG-
System®-SLS. With this position-information goods and 
pallets respectively can be identified. 
 
The first time a pallet enters the RELAG-System®-SLS it 
has to be identified via its barcode label. The barcode 
information together with the position of the navigation 
system is transmitted to the RELAG-System®. If the fork lift 
driver puts a pallet into the block storage or onto the 
warehouse floor the system knows the position. If the fork 
lift driver picks up a pallet from the block storage or from 
the warehouse floor the system knows pallet identification 
and the goods. 
 
RELAG-System®-SLS together with different fork lift 
navigation solutions enables you to get a full automated 
block storage where you have knowledge of every pallet: A 
cost effective way to achieve automatism in block storage. 
 
Further information is available concerning forklift and 
driver efficiency, warehouse inventory etc.  
 


